
MEDITATIONS 
 
The structure of my meditations 
 

• Welcome 
• Safety instructions 
• Introduction of the “focus of the day” 
• Mini relaxation 
• Mantra 
• Meditation time 
• Repetition of the “focus of the day” 
• Love&Light blessing 

 
Why should I use them? 
 
Meditations clear your mind, they bring forward what’s really important and 
unrational fears, that are lurking and stressing you, so you can address them 
and clean them up. But that might not happen right from the start, this comes 
over time. I want you to know that your meditation practise will give you 
exactly what you need in that moment. 
 
Things that might happen 
 
You forget your mantra 
You fall asleep 
Your body starts itching and you can’t ignore it 
Your thoughts run in circles 
You don’t know how to handle the feelings coming up 
 
Try to stick to it and be patient and kind to yourself. It’s not called pratise for 
no reason, you don’t need to be perfect. 
Aim for consitency, not perfection. If you don’t meditate on one day just do it 
on the next day again. It’s not all lost if you forget one day.  
 
How to use a mantra 
 
A lovely picture to describe how to work with a mantra is this: 
 
Imagine yourself sitting in a café at the site of the street. The cars driving on  



 
that street are your thoughts. On some days that street will be quiet, on other 
days it will be full of cars like a highway. And then there will be days where 
this one car gets lost and drives by several times… 
While you’re meditating all you do is notice the cars/thoughts driving by. You 
con’t try to stop them. You concentrate on that delicious dink or meal in front 
of you: your mantra. Quick tip: If you forget your mantra, just order something 
else. You can either focus on your breath or you can repeat your favourite 
affirmation until the meditation time comes to an end. 
 
If you get distracted by a flashy red car/very loud thought and you catch 
yourself staring at it, just turn your attention back to the mantra. 
 
How to get consistent with your meditations 
 
It’s easier to meditate every day if you assign a special time slot for your 
meditation practise, the earlier in the day the better. You can also chose 
something like “straight after breakfast” or “in my lunch break”. This makes it 
really clear when you will meditate and the chance is higher that yo will indeed 
stick to it. Also having a special space like an armchair, your yoga mat or an 
extra comfy pillow will send a signal off to your body, saying: “Hey, now it’s 
time to meditate!” 
Try to stick to your commitment once you made it! 
 
Bonus: It’s time! 
 
This is a meditation for you to listen to in early labour. It’s longer than the ones 
we did before, with a wonderful relaxing music track and all our mantras listed 
at the end, so you can remember them going into this new chapter. Exciting! 
 
The strong woman in me honours the strong woman in you. 
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